REPRESSION AND SUBLIMATION
remember the scene when I heard the news of his death, with that
of his chum and fellow-student killed on the same day. I was
visiting a school and a teacher and fellow-student of theirs (whose
name also at this moment refuses to return—it was P. W.—I have
just got it) showed me a newspaper. He too was killed nine months
later* I do not know why Boyes comes in, unless because of the
girl's nickname ... T K. R was a fellow-officer for a -while with
P. W, in the same battalion, and with his career another painful
memory is connected. Physically he rather resembles the man
who was killed in 1914, who was called Blackwood. Is that why
I thought of Cross and BlackweH 9 His chum also, who was killed
on the same day, was called Blaylock, a name beginning with the
same three letters.
It has been difficult to alter the names without changing
the associations, but 1 have succeeded fairly well, I think,
in making them much the same, except that I cannot fit
in a fictitious nickname which will suggest Boyes as the
original did the corresponding real name
Now the Freudian theory of this would be, I imagine,
that I repressed once upon a time, because of the pain
which his death caused me, not only the name of my friend
Blackwood, but also names of people who might remind
me of him, such as Miss Craster or P. W. And when I
wanted Craster, the author, the repression still worked and
I could not remember the name. But in its endeavour to
escape, the energy of the name Craster, forbidden to come
to light in that form, disguised itself as Cross, and Craggs,
or brought up the first syllable of the name Blackwood in
Cross and Blackwell.1
I should add that later again I remembered that Craster
had been a tutor at Cross Street College when he wrote the
book (the names of Cross in " Cross Street College " and
Cross in " Cross and BlackwelPs" are not identical in
spelling in the real names, but similar in sound).
Wit and humour, too, are in Freud's opinion in part
operations of the unconscious mind, as might be antici-
1 This bringing up of pieces of names is not unlike Freud's case of
the names Signorelli Botticelli and Boltrafia (Psychopathologie des Ailtags-
lebens).
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